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1. Postoperative Pulmonary Complications (PPC) have many faces
from a limited to a broad definition including hypoxia and obstructive breathing.

• Composite outcome measures
– Respiratory infection, 
– Respiratory failure, 
– Pleural effusion, 
– Atelectasis, 
– Pneumothorax, 
– Bronchospasm, 
– Aspiration pneumonitis.
– Hypoxia?
– Obstructive breathing?

• Individual adverse outcomes
– Pneumonia, 

– Acute respiratory distress 
syndrome,

– Pulmonary embolus,

– Intervential support…
• Antibiotics, thorax 

drainage, steroids, 
physiotherapy, 
bronchoscopic toilet.

– Ventilatory support…
• O2, CPAP, PSV, VCV, NMB, 

ECMO,..
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Incidence of PPC
Dead after PPC might be better preventable 

than dead after cardiac problems. (dixit: Sessler on ESA 2018)
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Postoperative respiratory failure is the most common severe PPC.

PPC increase from 0,2% to 18,9 % when using a broader definiti
Hypoxia becomes the most common PPC

PPC After major surgery 
The 30 days mortality 30% vs 0.2 - 3% 
The 90 days mortality 24% vs 1.2%. 

1 yr mortality  45.9% vs 8.7% 
5 yr mortality 71.4% vs 41.1%.

Preventive measures & early warning for postop cardiac complications 
failed… 
Would preventive measures & early warning for pulmonary 
complications fail too?  

There is however time for warning before finding a patient in cardiac arrest 
due to a PPC!

Miskovic et al. BJA 2017;118:317-34



Who gets postoperative pulmonary 
complications?
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• Patient factors
– Advancing age
– Co morbidity

• COPD, OSAS, CHF, Smoking

• Procedure factors
– General anesthesia
– Major surgery 

• cardiac, 
• thoracic, 
• upper abdominal, 

– open vs endoscopic.
– emergency



Can we do something to prevent PPC?
1. Reduce Co-morbidity?

– COPD, OSAS, congestive heart failure, or chronic liver disease: 2x 3x
– preoperative medical optimization is possible and might reduce PPC?

2. Stop Smoking? 
– Each 10 pack-yr increased PPC.
– Stop > 4 weeks, > 1 year improves outcome

3. Treat Preoperative anaemia?
– 3x increase in PPC. 
– Erythropoietin, vit B12, folate, iron might reduce PPC?

4. Avoiding General anaesthesia???
– Increased PPC compared to locoregional for same procedure! 2 h > 3 h
– Avoid general anesthesia?  Avoid opioids? Less inflammation by infiltration?

Yes first 3 are obvious but limited effect. Can we do more?
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Lets focus: Postoperative respiratory failure (RF)
is the most common PPC

• First signs of respiratory failure are hypercapnia followed by hypoxia.

• What causes postoperative hypoxia and how can we prevent it?
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Atelectasis is problem no 1 after anaesthesia 
but unrecognised 

90 % of the patients have atelectasis post general anaesthesia
• Basal lung area 
• Not seen on X-ray
• Visible on Echo or CT scan
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Can J Anesth/J Can Anesth (2019) 66:1328–1337
Pediatr Radiol. 1980 Apr;9(3):145-8



Postoperative hypoxemia = atelectasis if no O2 is given, if no hemodynamic reason, if sat probe is 

correct, finger not cold, if not breathing  hypoxic air,…

1. Opioids induce obstructive breathing and hypoventilation after surgery inducing atelectasis

2. PORC (post operative residual curarisation) induce obstructive breathing and hypoventilation 

inducing atelectasis

3. Sedation induce obstructive breathing and hypoventilation, inducing atelectasis.

4. Extubation without CPAP, at 100 % O2, without LRM before, aspiration during extubation, all induce 

atelectasis

Atelectasis (freq reason for PPC) has more than one cause
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Failure until today to reduce PPC sufficiently?

Large patient groups & Multifactorial
• Avoiding PORC is not enough to avoid PPC
• LPV not followed till extubation!

– LPV guidelines are available.
• Opioids, oxygen, laying flat, no mobilisation in PACU.

– New guidelines needed on O2, opioids, 

• Remote Inflammation due to surgical stress, sympathic stress, obesity.
– Research needed to block better sympathic stress & inflammation.

• Early warning post PACU:
– O2 saturation while no oxygen, Monitoring breathing, et CO2, …
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The essential LPV (Lung Protective ventilation) guidelines for every 
adult patient. Young C. BJA 2019:123: 898-913

Induction of anesthesia
1. Always beach chair (30°) during induction; (avoid flat supine

position during induction in every patient).
2. Use always CPAP prior to the loss of spontaneous ventilation.
3. Monitor during induction for an obstructive breathing pattern and

use a combination of appropriate techniques.

Maintenance of anesthesia
4. After induction start with FiO2 ≤ 0.4. Thereafter, use the lowest

possible FiO2 to achieve SpO2 ≥94%.
5. The ventilator should be set to deliver VT ≤ 6-8 mL/kg IBW with

PEEP minimal 5 cmH2O. Higher PEEP may be required in obese
patients, during pneumoperitoneum, and during prone or
Trendelenburg positioning.

6. Dynamic compliance, driving pressure (PPlat-PEEP), and PPlat should
be monitored in every patient. Decreasing compliance should be
treated with recruitment combined with sufficient PEEP. RMs
should be performed using the lowest effective PPlat (30-40
cmH2O in non-obese, 40-50 cmH2O in obese) and shortest
effective time or fewest number of breaths. The bag-squeezing
RM should be avoided in favor of a ventilator-driven RM
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Emergence from anesthesia
7. Avoid ETT suctioning immediately prior to

tracheal extubation.
8. Extubate patient in Beach chair, under CPAP &
9. Low FiO2 (<0.4) during emergence from general

anesthesia can improve pulmonary function in the
postoperative period.

• When high FiO2 (>0.8) is used during emergence,
the use of low Fi02 (<0.3) CPAP immediately
following tracheal extubation may reduce the risk of
resorption atelectasis.

Postoperative care
10. Avoid routine application of supplemental

oxygen without investigating and treating the
underlying cause. Postoperative oxygen is
recommended when room air Sp02 falls below
94%.

1. LPV ?



Opioid induced post operative respiratory 
depression

• Incidence: 0.5% 
• 85% occurred within the first 24 h.
• Increased risk:

– cardiac disease
– pulmonary disease 
– OSA. 
– higher doses of opioids

• Safety by monitoring of 
– Level of sedation 
– Ventilation (respiratory rate & tidal vol)
– pulse oximetry and capnography

2018
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Opioids ?



All opioids reduce dose dependent 
the respiratory drive
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Respiratory effects with increasing dose:
1. Irregular and slower frequency
2. Larger variability in tidal volume
3. Decrease in minute volume
4. 50 % depression of hypercapnic response
5. Hypercapnia
6.     Respiratory arrest
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Impact of opioids on saturation:

2019 OFA

Before Opioid in PACU After opioid in PACU
OFA & OA OFA (3,4mg) & OA (15 mg)

Saturation without O2 97,37 % 94,76 %

Lin regression analysis of factors before M+ Lin regression analysis of factors after M+

Saturation is lower when older, high BMI or OA. Sat is lower when older, OA or high M+ dose.

coef p

age -0.083 0.019

BMI -0.239 0.003

gender 1.334 0.190

OFA 1.72 0.030

coef p
age -0.135 0.001
BMI 0.028 0.762
gender -1.546 0.145
OFA 1.749 0.041

total M given post op -0.198 0.048

Study by Lieselot Geerts
& Eliza Jarahyan at AZ Sint Jan
Retrospecrtive analysis of 64 obese pt



Failure until today to reduce PPC because?

• LPV not followed till extubation!
– LPV guidelines are available.

• Opioids, PORC, oxygen, laying flat, no mobilisation in PACU.
– New guidelines needed on O2, opioids, PORC.

• Remote Inflammation due to surgical stress, sympathic stress, obesity.
– Research needed to block better sympathic stress & inflammation.
– Research needed to block inflammation through obesity.

• Early warning post PACU:
– Monitoring breathing, CO2, O2 saturation if no oxygen
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Only Visceral fat is Pro-inflammatory!
and attract macrophages
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Visceral fat cells die, Macrophages 
infiltrate, release cytokines (induce 
inflammation in lungs) 
Macrophage Clean up celdebris, 
And swell with fat again... 
(macrophages are embryologic fat cells!)
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Higher Pressure of pneumoperitoneum 
-> more inflammation local & distance

Local inflammation with higher IAP

Remote inflammation in lungs without touching!2 h pneumoperitoneum at 0, 10, or 20 mmHg

Lung injury score based on
interstitial cellular infiltration, alveolar protein exudation, tissue hemorrhage
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Pulse oximetry may be a late symptom of apnea
if Oxygen is given!
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Therefore we need non invasive monitoring of 
• Breathing tidal volume
• End tidal CO2 or transcut CO2
• Saturation without giving O2

In every patient postoperative on the ward
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Continuous Pulse oximetry and no oxygen
To detect desaturations

Or

Continuous capnography and oxygen
To detect respiration being obstructive / arresting

Or in the Future

Continuous non invasive monitoring of 
minute volume ventilation …
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Continuous non invasive monitoring of 
minute volume ventilation ? …

• The ExSpiron 1Xi measures bioelectrical impedance, which is the 
tissue’s opposition to carrying an alternating electrical current. 

• Impedance measurements across the chest correlate with the volume 
of air in the lungs. 

• The system consists of a single-use PadSet sensor and a monitor unit 
with integrated display

OR ?

• Just OFA, 
• no sedation, 

• never PORC, 
• perfect LPV till extubation,

• No oxygen & No need for ExSpiron ???



Conclusion:  What to do in every patient
1. PPC are frequent and happen every day if you take the broad definition.

– Atelectasis, desaturation, obstructive breathing,… are PPC
2. Risk scoring before surgery. (who is at risk?)

– Improve pre operative, weight reduction, stop smoking, treat anemia, …
3. Avoid PORC by measuring NMT objective in every patient getting NMB.

– Reverse with Sugammadex when TOF < 4 and verify that TOF returns to 100 % 
4. Apply LPV guidelines in every patient to avoid ateletasis.

– Avoid oxygen postoperative, avoid sedation, avoid laying flat.
5. Reduce opioids postoperative by working multimodal.

– Pulse oxymetry without oxygen therapy to identify risks
– Capnography/breathing frequency if oxygen & opioids are given.
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